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The Shadek-Fackenthal Library, we’ve decided, is too much of a mouthful. Some of us              

call it “Shad-Fack,” which is an improvement, but most of us are still in too great a hurry—this is                   

college, after all—so we prefer to leave poor Mr. Fackenthal out of the equation entirely, settling                

instead on the unfussy “Shad.” It’s the same name as the fish Shad, native to American waters,                 

prime for game fishing, and the same as Shad, as in Shadrack, the hell-raising World War I vet in                   

Toni Morrison’s Sula ; but it’s also neither of these things, for we knew Shad as a library before                  

we knew it as anything or anyone else.  

The building’s brick exterior has a grand, towering presence, affixed with six Doric             

columns that have managed to support the weight of decades of white elitism. It is situated at the                  

far back of our small campus, so that it is five minutes on foot to the main Green, eight to the                     

freshman dorms, and a leisurely ten to the dining hall. Its face has gridded, white-paned               

windows—almost like gritted teeth—which smile down on an ever-verdant landscape, peppered           

with chipping lampposts and blue-painted Adirondacks. Mosquitoes congregate near the          

entrance, waiting to land on those who smell sweet and young and who linger outside for even a                  

moment too long. Shad, to be sure, is the College’s humanities library. Some of us go there                 

because it’s big, it’s quiet, and the AC is quite powerful. Some of us go purely out of habit,                   

because it’s where we’ve always gone, or because it’s removed from most of campus life and we                 

jump at the chance to be alone. Far more of us go because we’ve grown weary of the science                   

library, Martin, home to chatty athletes, science , and poor temperature control. 



 
 

Given its size, Shad remains somewhat of a mystery to us, even after all these years. It                 

has more rooms, nooks, and uses than we know what to do with. Classrooms; periodical rooms;                

group study rooms; private study rooms; resource rooms; circulation desks; something called a             

microfilm reader; vending machines just with sodas; vending machines just with snacks;            

lounges; teaching offices; and a book collection surpassing 400,000. The only place that we feel               

certain about is the reference room. Casually, we refer to it as the FBR, or Fancy Book Room.                  

And it’s just that: a large space with shelves and shelves of ancient, untouched books, their faded                 

yet prestigious spines covering every inch of wall, their subjects ranging from Mesopotamian             

waterways to American baseball. The FBR also houses six long tables, ideal for spreading out               

our cluttered everything, and sometimes we like to stow our footwear beneath them. A few of us                 

gravitate toward the first two of the six tables, and if neither is available, you can bet that we’ll                   

have something to say about it. We have six hours of work ahead of us, is what we’ll say. Can’t                    

we just have this one thing? 

There’s a mural in the back that showcases all men and no women. A few of us notice                   

new details in it every day—some gears, a cottage, a tuba. Wait, look, there’s a mother holding a                  

child. See them? No, the top right corner. The carpet is blue, the chairs are blue, and the space                   

takes on the scent of whatever lunch its occupants have brought for the day: Mongolian beef,                

tuna salad, bagel with cream cheese, a banana and two clementines, french fries with ketchup,               

red pepper hummus. All of us shush and get shushed. Many of us are still working when an                  

automated voice declares that the clock has struck midnight—but instead of riding away in a               

pumpkin, we must walk home in the preternatural dark, both our dirt-stained shoes securely on               

our feet.  

 



 
 

Here’s what it’s like, passing the hours in the FBR. Some of us go long stretches without                 

taking a break from our work. Some of us go even longer stretches without working at all. A few                   

of us can’t stop laughing. Many of us are prone to fidgety, restless legs. One of us yawns too                   

loud, too long, and too often. One of us catches up on season three of How I Met Your Mother,                    

while yet another tosses an apple core into the garbage can, and we all hear it hit the bottom with                    

a hollow thud. None of us checks out any books, unless of course one of us has to. One of us, the                      

most fearless of us, walks over to other tables and tells those present to shut up. Oh, and thanks                   

so much. One of us swallows a tiny pill to counteract the condom that broke the night prior. A                   

few of us swallow a larger pill to counteract a godawful hangover. Dude, I think the Guy                 

Upstairs is punishing me. One of us shows up wearing five-inch heels, Sunday through Saturday.               

Another of us answers the phone on a Tuesday and her bottom lip starts to tremble. My dad, she                   

whispers. Some of us rest our arms on the table and our head on our arms, choosing sleep over                   

stress and productivity. Some of us, the youngest of us, miss home.  

Some of us argue in nonverbal ways—the tensing of the jaw, the hasty page turn, the                

downcast gaze. One of us excuses herself to go break up with her girlfriend; she does not forget                  

to push her chair in before she goes. Some of us notice that the light fixtures have changed since                   

the previous day. They’re brighter now, somehow. Many of us exchange stories, secrets, and              

jokes, while one of us coins the term FBR. Some of us reject each other’s politics. Others of us                   

air our frustrations on the regular. The goddamn printer broke again. I’m being charged double.               

We google things like “synonyms for things” and “square root of fifty-two” and “what is               

coronavirus.” We cry into our notes, smudging line after line of fine blue ink. And suddenly one                 

of us, the worst of us, leaves the FBR in handcuffs. They’re saying it was sexual assault. Most of                   

 



 
 

us do what we’re supposed to do, but—if we’re being honest—none of us really knows what                

we’re doing here, studying Austen and Proust and quantum mechanics and bystanders and             

gender roles and environmental policy and government conspiracy and Spanish and animal            

behavior and human behavior. All of us have at least a vague notion of why we’re here, though.                  

It’s because we want to be wealthy, worldly, employable, and exceptional. Because we want              

things to change, and we believe, or hope, that change can begin with a textbook alone. Because                 

our friends are here, and we figure we’d be wise to join them. Because we’re here on scholarship                  

and our parents won’t let us forget how lucky we are. Because we’re not here on scholarship and                  

our parents won’t let us forget how lucky we are. Or perhaps it’s because wearing the name tag                  

Student is all that we know, all that we’ve ever known, and we fear that we will never be good                    

for anything else. And so we might as well take advantage of our excellence for as long as it                   

lasts.  

But now the FBR is empty. There are no apple cores in the garbage, no restless legs, no                  

yawns or peals of laughter or unceremonious midnight exits. Clutter is absent from the tables,               

which are mysteriously up for grabs. The room is odorless, and all the lights remain off. The                 

400,000 books, never touched to begin with, do not notice our disappearance. The mural,              

meanwhile, pines for the attention we once showed it. Poor Mr. Fackenthal is pleased. These               

ingrates had it coming. Most of the mosquitoes depart soon after we do, though a few still lie                  

hungrily in wait. And who can blame them, these expectant few? If we believed our old lifeblood                 

was still within reach, or that it might return to us soon, we’d go on buzzing, too. On and on, us                     

with them—whining, like the Children we are, for one last glorious taste. 

 


